WHAT TO DO & SEE IN
THE NETHERLANDS

NEELTJE JANS, DELTAWORKS (Zeeland)
More than half of the Netherlands lies below sea level. The Delta Works were
built to keep everyone safe and to prevent a recurrence of the 1953 flood
disaster. You can relive history at Deltapark Neeltje Jans: from the flood disaster
to the construction of the Delta Works. Exhibitions, films and a visit to the storm
surge barrier itself will give you an impression of the stupendous power of water.
People come to view the storm surge barrier from as far away as America.
http://www.neeltjejans.nl/index.php/en/deltaworks

HARBOUR TOUR, ROTTERDAM
Experience one of the world's largest ports in all it's glory
Among the busy traffic of sea-going and inland ships, this trip is a special voyage
through one of the largest harbours in the world. You can see Rotterdam's
impressive skyline with its imposing buildings glide by, and then get a unique
view of the harbours shipyards, docks and the hypermodern transshipping of
thousands of containers and last but not least 'De Rotterdam'.
An exciting 75 minutes with clear descriptions of everything you see.
http://spido.nl/#!home?id=920

MADURODAM, THE HAGUE
For almost 60 years Madurodam has been the smallest city in the Netherlands.
Canals, gabled houses and all kinds of other typical Dutch scenes: the miniature
city offers you the highlights of the Netherlands on a scale 1:25.
http://www.madurodam.com/

DOM TOWER and CITY, UTRECHT
Being 112 m and 32 cm (369 ft) in height, the Dom Tower is the tallest church
tower in the Netherlands. The highest viewpoint is at 95 m (312 ft). From this
platform you have a magnificent panoramic view of the city of Utrecht and its
surroundings. During the climb the guide will pause at various levels in the tower
for a brief explanation of the tower’s history.
You are only allowed to climb the Dom Tower under the supervision of a guide.
The guided tour of the Dom Tower will commence inside the Tourist Information
Office (VVV) at the Domplein 9-10. Entrance tickets to the tower are sold inside
the Tourist Information Office by RonDom. Guided tours will be conducted in
both Dutch and English if necessary.
http://www.domtoren.nl/page/english
There are many things to do and/or see!
For example by bike.
http://www.visit-utrecht.com/en

FLOATING DUTCHMAN, AMSTERDAM
Whether you have a transfer at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol or want to start your
Amsterdam holiday with a splash, the Floating Dutchman is the most spectacular
way to experience Amsterdam. The bus leaves from the airport to the city. Once
there, it will 'splash' into the canals and show you highlights of the city, before
taking you back to the airport!
http://www.floatingdutchman.nl/en/

Off course, Amsterdam has more to offer!
http://www.amsterdam.info/

CITY, MAASTRICHT
Welcome to Maastricht, one of the oldest cities in the Netherlands – a city that
has ripened well with age, like good wine, with complex and lively cultural
overtones added over centuries by the Romans, Germans and French. This rich
cultural palette is the secret behind the city’s attractiveness, drawing visitors to
the historic city centre and a wealth of museums and festivals – making each
visit a fascinating new experience.
http://www.vvvmaastricht.eu/city.html
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